
Order no. Material Size Thickness Packaging unit Remarks
in mm in my Carton

09-382-0000 PP/LDPE* 600 x 900 150 100 without print

09-385-0000 PA 1,000 security closure

* extra innerbag

Sterilization double bags
for infectious waste

The pathogens causing BSE and
CJD belong to a completely new
group of pathogens, namely prions.

This is not an organism (it is not
even a virus, which at least carries
genetic information), but from all
the information we know, they are
mere protein molecules. Those are
surprisingly resistant to heat. Auto-
claving in laboratories is usually
performed at 121 °C for 15-20 
minutes in a saturated steam
atmosphere.

These conditions are not sufficient
for the inactivation of prions! 
As described by Wallhäuser (Prac-
tice of Sterilization, 1995) and 
Geertsma (Zentra sterilization, vol.
3, pp. 385 “Sterilization of Prions”)
autoclaving at 134 °C for at least
30 minutes is necessary for the safe
inactivation of prions.

This sterilization double bag has
been developed especially for
prions, but also for very heat-resi-
stant fungal and bacterial spores.

The sterilization double bag for in-
fectious waste is a liquid-tight and
essentially germ-impermeable inner
bag and a gas-permeable transport
bag.

The sterilization double bag drama-
tically improves safety with regard to
germs escaping from the closed
bag. The sterilization double bag
guarantees simple handling and
easy disposal after sterilization or 
disinfection. Inner and outer trans-
port bags are manufactured in 
separate sets and are connected
tightly below the opening. The 
liquid-tight and germ-impermeable
inner bag hangs within the gas-
permeable transport bag and is sig-
nificantly less temperature-resistant.

The transport bag has been
equipped with spaced vents making
it gas-permeable. Inner and outer
transport bags are made of chlo-
rine-free material. Both wall thik-
knesses together have a total wall
thickness of 0.15 mm, so that the re-
quired thickness with regard to in-
structions for occupational safety
from the BGZ (Institute for Safety
and Health of the Occupational 
Accident Insurance) fulfill the terms
of safe sealing of infectious waste.
Heat-resistant up to 134 °C for 30
minutes in saturated steam atmos-
phere.




